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Abstract—This paper presents results from several 28 GHz
propagation channel measurement campaigns performed with
a real-time channel sounder that is capable of performing
directionally-resolved channel measurements in dynamic environ-
ments. We summarize the key results from three measurement
campaigns; microcellular in a residential environment, stationarity
region, and dynamic scatterers measurements in urban environ-
ments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design and deployment of any wireless system requires
a thorough understanding of the wireless propagation channel.
Specifically for millimeter-wave (mm-wave) frequencies, due to
the higher path- and penetration losses, any system operating
over distances larger than a few meters will have to utilize
beamforming antenna arrays [1], [2]. The statistics of the
angular spectrum and their temporal variations should be taken
into account when designing a system with such beamforming
capabilities. However, almost all of the directional outdoor
measurements for mm-wave frequencies were performed with
rotating horn antenna channel sounders, which can no measure
in real-time and thus are not suitable for dynamic channels [3].

In this paper, we summarize results from our recent channel
sounding campaigns performed with a one-of-its-kind real-
time mm-wave channel sounder [4], [5] which is described in
Section II. Section III summarizes the results obtained in three
measurement campaigns performed to investigate the different
aspects of the microcellular environment at 28GHz.

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The channel sounder used in these measurements is a real-
time mm-wave channel sounder [4], [5]. By using beamforming
arrays, it can perform 90◦ sweeps in the azimuth at the RX
and the TX. Furthermore, TX and RX are synchronized by
using GPS-disciplined Rubidium frequency references without
requiring a physical connection.

Table I. Sounder Parameters Used In Measurements
Parameters Microcell [6] Stationarity [7] Dynamic [8]
Frequency 27.85 GHz
Bandwidth 400 MHz
Array size 8 by 2
Beam steering −45◦ to 45◦

3dB beam width 12◦

Steering steps 5◦ 10◦

Switching speed 2µs
TX EIRP 57 dBm
RX noise figure ≤ 5 dB
SISO duration 2 µs
SISO repetition 10 10 1
Total sweep time 14.44 ms 14.44ms 0.4 ms

Thanks to the flexible design, the operation parameters of the
channel sounder can be modified on a per campaign basis. Table
I summarizes the parameters used in the three measurement
campaigns. For the residential microcell and stationarity region
measurements, we employed SISO repetition to improve RX
SNR by averaging. For the dynamic measurements, we only
measured a subset of available azimuth beams to increase
the MIMO repetition frequency to measure higher Doppler
frequencies.

III. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS

A. Residential Microcell
In [6], we investigated pathloss and delay spread in a

suburban residential environment for a microcell and the impact
that beamforming has on it. The obtained results also include
the effect of the foliage, which is typical to a suburban street.
The measurements were taken in two scenarios; first when the
RX on the same street with the TX (denoted as line-of-sight
(LOS), although most of the time the direct path was blocked
by foliage), and when the RX is on a crossing street and the
direct path is blocked by buildings.

The estimated parameters for the path loss model are summa-
rized in Table II. The directional pathloss is calculated by using
the power of the best TX-RX beam pair as the received power,
while for the omnidirectional pathloss, we combine the power
received via all TX-RX beams. The TX-RX distances for LOS
measurements vary from 36m to 400m, and from 130m to
273m for the NLOS. Hence the provided pathloss model is only
applicable within these ranges. Furthermore, the median root
mean square delay spreads (RMS-DS) for the omnidirectional
power delay profiles were estimated as 25.63 ns and 67.18 ns
for LOS and NLOS respectively.

B. Dynamic Environment
In [8], we presented the first dynamic double directional

measurements for a microcell scenario. A sample measurement
location is shown in Fig. 1. During this measurement, both the

Table II. Parameters of the Path Loss Models
Data n P0

χσ

σ P-Value
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LoS - ABG Model 2.82 63.47 6.44 0.975
LoS- CI Model 2.92 61.34 6.45 0.978
NLoS - ABG Model 4.97 29.53 2.58 0.745
NLoS - CI Model 3.58 61.34 3.06 0.706

D
ir
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tio

na
l LoS - ABG Model 3.17 58.01 7.75 0.840

LoS - CI Model 3.15 61.34 7.76 0.928
NLoS - ABG Model 5.85 18.12 4.53 0.856
NLoS - CI Model 3.96 61.34 5.06 0.958



Fig 1. Environment for dynamic measurements.

Fig 2. Temporal evolution of the power delay profile (dB).

RX and TX are placed parallel to the road facing the same
direction and perform 90◦ scans in the azimuth. The TX is
placed at 4m height, while the RX is at 1.8m. Along with
some fixed objects, there are four moving objects; two cars
and two pedestrians as indicated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 shows the power of the multipath components and their
evolution over time. The multipath components for the four
moving objects are clearly visible and their routes are marked
in Fig. 2.

C. Stationarity Region

In a third campaign, we investigated the stationarity region
of MIMO mm-wave channels at 28 GHz based on an outdoor
measurement campaign. We analyzed results in an urban mi-
crocell LoS and LoS to NLoS transition region scenario, for
the stationarity region of shadowing, power delay profile and
the angular power spectrum [7].

We have found that the foliage effect can significantly alter
the PL exponent even in the LoS scenario, which leads to the
channel nonstationarity captured by our proposed dual-slope
PL model. The propagation loss increases rapidly, about 30
dB, during the transition from LoS to NLoS. We propose to
model it with a street-by-street PL model, similar to the method
in [9]. More results related to the PL fitting can be found in
Fig. 3. The autocorrelation distance of shadowing is 1.2 m in
the LoS route, although this value might be affected by the
signal variation observed in the two-path channel. It increases
up to 4.8m for the LoS to NLoS transition route. The average
correlation distance as computed based on the similarity of
PDP, is 0.9m for the LoS route. It can become as high as 4m
at the beginning section of the transition route and drops to
about 1.26m afterward. The analysis based on the correlation
of shadowing and PDP has suggested that mm-wave channels
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Fig 3. The pathloss data fitting for the microcell LoS and
LoS to NLoS transition region scenarios.

exhibit a smaller stationarity region compared with cm-wave
channels.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper discusses results from various 28 GHz propaga-
tion channel measurements performed with a real-time double-
directional channel sounder for three different investigations.
Through extensive measurements allowed by the nature of
the used channel sounder, we were able to propose statistical
models for path loss, shadowing, RMS-DS and the stationarity
region. Furthermore, we presented results from the first dy-
namic double directional measurement campaign for microcell
environment at mm-wave frequencies.
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